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PURPOSE
To study the thermodynamics in combustion and the heat transfer.

Thermodynamics of actual working fluids:
Working before combustion, thermodynamic properties of fuel air mixture before combustion ,
use of combustion charts for fuel air mixture, thermodynamics of combustion, approximate
treatment of fuel air mixtures.
Fuel air cycles:
Definition, constants, volume fuel air cycle, limited pressure cycle, characteristics of fuel air
cycles, comparison of real and fuel cycles. Comparison on real and fuel air cycles.
Air capacity of four stroke engines:
Ideal air capacity , volumetric efficiency, ideal induction process, actual induction process, effect
of operating conditions on volumetric efficiency, effect of design on volumetric efficiency,
estimating air capacity.
Two stroke engines:
Scavenging process, ideal scavenging process, relationship of scavenging ratio and scavenging
efficiency, power to scavenger, supercharged two stroke engines.
Combustion and detonation:
chemistry of combustion, normal combustion in S.I engines, pre ignition and auto-ignition
compared, detonation in S.I engines, combustion in C.I engines, detonation in C.I engines, effect
of design on detonation. Methods of reducing detonation, preliminary detonation, preliminary
facts about fuel and dopes, octane and cetane numbers
Heat losses and cooling:
Area of heat flow engines, temperature profile, engine cooling system.
Engine design:
Selection of type, engine speed and principles of similitude, determination of main dimensions.
Mixture requirements:

Steady running mixture requirements, transient mixture requirements, mixtures requirements fuel
injection engines, mixture requirements for S.I engines.
Performance of supercharged engines:
Engine Performance Measure, Commercial, Engine Ratings, Basic Performance Equations for
unsupercharged engines, effect of atmospheric conditions, altitude and compression ratio on
performance characteristics, performance curves.
Supercharged engines:
Definition Reasons for supercharging, supercharging of S.I engines, supercharging of diesel
engines.
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